FELINE SERENITY SUITE

Lower feline stress with this spacious main + litter unit that blends the new Tri-Door for vision with the durability of Stainless Steel.

Feline Serenity Suite

Benefits:
This is ideal for those needing Stainless Steel but wanting the latest cage door designs. Feline thought leaders helped develop this based on allowing cats extra space and other features that help lower feline stress.

Features:
- Spacious main units (24” or 30” W) are 28¼” D.
- Two door styles—Tri-Door or Grill Door (photo shows Tri-Door).
- Rounded corners inside both units for easy cleaning.
- Patented quiet closing polymer encased Stainless Steel hinges.
- Sound-dampening latch with Acetal bushings for quieter closing.
- 18” W litter for good elimination posturing.
- Handy clip on the litter for animal ID or records.
- Lots of viewing options for felines and caregivers.
- Uses Kat Portal for pass through, open for travel between sides or closed for cleaning.
- This unit is shown with a mobile platform. You can order it with stationary platform or no platform.

902.0000.51 3½’ W Unit, Main Unit 24” W
902.0000.52 4’ W Unit, Main Unit 30” W